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Abstract: This article reviews the most common oral health problems, which could be associated with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-
19). Several reports were published, which described various oral manifestations of COVID, including dysgeusia, petechiae, candidiasis, 
traumatic ulcers, herpesvirus infection, geographic tongue, thrush like ulcers, among others. Alterations of smell and taste seem to be the 
most common manifestations of COVID in the orofacial area, which could be directly related to the effect of the virus. Other oral conditions 
seem to be secondary to the decrease of host defense, or else caused by the drugs and intensive care used in the treatment of COVID-19.  
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Introduction  

The first cases of a respiratory disease caused by a new 
coronavirus were reported in China (Wuhan, province Hubei) in 
December 2019. Later a dramatic increase in the number of cases 
was observed in China and worldwide, and in March 2020 the 
World Health Organization (WHO) declared сoronavirus disease 
2019 (COVID-19) outbreak a pandemic disease. By mid-June 2020, 
over 8,000,000 cases of the disease have been confirmed with 
over 430,000 deaths. ‘Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)’ is the 
official name of this disease, announced by World Health 
Organization (WHO), and the virus is termed ‘Severe acute 
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)’ [1].  

The initial phase of any viral infection is the binding of viral 
particles to the membrane receptors of the host cells. Receptor 
recognition is, therefore, an important determinant of the cell and 
tissue tropism of a virus [2]. According to the current knowledge, 
SARS-CoV-2 is first inhaled and then it binds to the epithelial cells 
in the nasal cavity where replication starts. It has been shown that 
angiotensin-converting enzyme-2 (ACE2) is the main receptor for 
both SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV [3,4]. The results of the in vitro 
studies of SARS-CoV indicated that the ciliated cells were primary 
cells infected in the conducting airways [3,4]. Considering the 
phylogenetic similarity between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 [5], 
which share more than 70% sequence identity in the S protein, 
and both engage ACE2 [2], it is possible that ciliated cells could be 
also primarily infected by SARS-CoV-2. However, beta-
coronaviruses, to which the SARS-CoV-2 belongs, do not limit their 
presence to the respiratory tract, they also are capable of invading 
the central nervous system as was documented for the severe 
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and Middle 
East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) [6]. Freni et al. 
(2020) investigated neurotropism and neuroinvasive status of the 

virus through the assessment of the sense of smell, taste, 
lacrimation, salivation and hearing [6]. They found that up to 92% 
of patients exhibited symptoms suggestive of the central nervous 
system involvement. Some other cells in the maxillofacial area 
with ACE2 on their membranes can be also infected. It was earlier 
reported that ACE2 receptors in the epithelial cells of the salivary 
glands of rhesus macaques were an initial target for the SARS 
coronavirus [7], which can be also relevant for SARS-CoV-2.  

Many studies were aimed at describing clinical symptoms of 
COVID-19 [8-11]. It has been shown that the most prevalent 
symptoms included fever (66-99%), coughing (37-82%), fatigue 
(16-70%), dyspnoea (8-55%), and headache (8-37%). As oral 
mucosa is an initial site of entry for SARS-CoV2, some oral 
manifestations might be the early symptoms of COVID-19 [6]. 
Several reports were published, which described various oral 
manifestations of COVID [12-17], including dysgeusia, petechiae, 
candidiasis, traumatic ulcers, herpes simplex virus type I (HSV-1) 
infection, geographic tongue, thrush-like ulcers, among others. 
However, it is still unclear whether these manifestations are the 
direct result of viral infection, or they are opportunistic infections 
caused by the decrease of host defence [17]. The purpose of the 
present article is to review the most common oral health 
problems, which could be associated with COVID-19. 

 

Olfactory and gustatory alterations  

Early papers published by Chinese authors reported few 
otolaryngological complaints, including olfactory and gustatory 
dysfunctions, in Asian patients [9-11]. In contrast to these articles, 
some authors from Europe revealed a high prevalence of anosmia 
and/or ageusia in patients with COVID-19 [8-14]. These differences 
could be attributed to the affinity of different viral strains for 
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different tissues and the individual genetic differences between 
patients from various parts of the world. 

A multicentre study aiming at studying otolaryngological 
manifestations of COVID-19 was conducted in four European 
countries (Belgium, France, Spain, Italy). The study included 417 
patients with laboratory-confirmed mild-to-moderate COVID-19 
infection from 12 European hospitals. The clinical outcomes 
assessed included general and otolaryngological symptoms. For 
the latter, the patients completed several olfactory and gustatory 
questionnaires. It was shown that 85.6% and 88.0% of patients 
reported olfactory and gustatory dysfunctions, respectively [8,14]. 
Ageusia was present in 28% of cases in the study by Sarker et al. 
(2010) who retrieved tweets using COVID-19-related keywords and 
performed semi-automatic filtering to curate self-reports of 
positive-tested users [8]. Freni et al. (2020) assessed 50 patients 
with laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 and found that 92% of 
patients had olfactory dysfunction related to the infection, and 
70% of patients reported gustatory disorders [6]. A recent cross-
sectional survey of 108 patients with confirmed COVID-19 in found 
that dysgeusia was present in 47.2% of cases [18]. 

The possible pathophysiological mechanisms leading to the 
olfactory and gustatory dysfunctions in the COVID-19 infection 
might be associated with the tropism of the SARS-Cov-2 to the 
olfactory cells and epithelial cells of the tongue [19], on which 
ACE2 receptor is highly expressed [20]. Further studies are needed 
to investigate the character and the exact etiology of the olfactory 
and gustatory dysfunctions in patients with COVID-19. Another 
possible reason that can contribute to taste disturbances is the 
change in the quantity and composition of saliva [21]. Salivary 
alterations in COVID-19 are discussed in the next section of the 
review. Generally, according to the current literature, sudden 
anosmia or ageusia should be recognized as possible symptoms of 
the COVID-19 infection.  

 

Salivary alterations 

It has been shown that ACE2-positive salivary gland epithelial 
cells are early targets of SARS-CoV in nonhuman primates and that 
salivary gland functions may be affected at an early stage of the 
disease [7]. In the study by To et al. (2020) SARS-CoV2 virus was 
detected in the self-collected saliva of 91.7% (11/12) of patients, 
and viral culturing confirmed live viruses in 25% (3/12) of patients 
[22]. These findings suggest that oral symptoms may occur due to 
salivary alterations in patients with COVID-19. A survey of patients 
with confirmed COVID-19 in Wuhan found that 46% of the patients 
reported dry mouth as one of their symptoms [18]. In another 
study, 32% of patients complained of dry mouth disorders, and, 
importantly, the onset of symptoms was earlier than the 
symptoms related to COVID-19 [6]. Thus, the presence of 
xerostomia (hyposalivation) or other salivary alterations in COVID-
19 patients should be evaluated, treated, and monitored in order 
to prevent the complications associated with the changes in 
quality and quantity of saliva [23]. 

 

Oral mucosa lesions 

According to Galván Casas (2020), pseudo-chilblain and 
vesicular lesions on the skin may be useful indicators of the COVID-
19. These lesions should be differentiated from drug reactions as 
the patients with these presentations had more severe disease 
and received more drugs [24]. It is possible that similar lesions can 
develop on the mucous membranes of COVID-19 patients. Several 

case reports have been published describing various lesions on the 
oral mucosa of patients with COVID-19 [12-16]. 

In the report by Martín Carreras-Presas et al. (2020), three 
cases were presented: in two cases, there was a suspicion of 
COVID-19, and one case was with a confirmed infection. In all 
three cases, oral manifestations included ulcers or blisters, 
developing during the period of isolation [15]. The first patient was 
a 56-year-old male who complained of asthenia and fever for two 
days, hyposmia, dysgeusia, and pain in his palate. According to a 
photo, the lesions resembled secondary herpetic stomatitis, 
however, the patient did not have such lesions before. After ten 
days of Valaciclovir 500 mg intake and the use of topical 
antiseptics with chlorhexidine and hyaluronic acid, there was full 
healing of the lesions. The second patient was a 58-year-old male 
with diabetes and hypertension. He also complained of pain in the 
palate, and a photo showed multiple small ulcers on his palate 
with unilateral affection. The patient reported no previous history 
of herpetic infection. 

An antiseptic mouthwash was prescribed, and the lesions 
resolved within one week. The third patient was a 65-year-old 
female with obesity and hypertension. She complained of high 
fever, diarrhea, and pain in her tongue. She was diagnosed with 
bilateral pneumonia due to SARS CoV-2 infection and treated in 
the hospital with corticosteroids and antiviral drugs (Lopinavir 200 
mg, Ritonavir 50 mg, Hydroxychloroquine 200 mg). The lesions on 
the oral mucosa appeared a week after she was discharged from 
the hospital. These were blisters in the internal lip mucosa and 
desquamative gingivitis. Hyaluronic acid and chlorhexidine 
mouthwash were prescribed, and the lesions improved within 
three days. The authors pointed out that all three patients 
complained of pain, oral ulcers, or blisters before seeking medical 
help. They also hypothesized that oral lesions were often 
misdiagnosed in patients with COVID-19 due to the lack of 
intraoral examinations, and due to the severity of other 
manifestations [15]. 

After the initial article, several letters to the editor were 
published in different journals with a criticism of this case report. 
Sinadinos and Shelswell (2020) considered the first two cases 
described by Martín Carreras-Presas et al. (2020), to be herpetic 
lesions, and the last case, with lip blister and desquamative 
gingivitis, to be an erythema multiforme [25]. An increased 
number of cases of herpes zoster in patients with COVID-19 was 
also reported in a nationwide study of dermatological 
manifestations of COVID-19 in Spain [24]. Al-Khatib (2020) 
hypothesized that fear and emotional stress were the underlying 
causes that triggered herpetic lesions on the palate of the first two 
patients. Furthermore, accordingly, desquamative gingivitis and lip 
blisters in the third patient could not be considered the oral 
manifestations of COVID-19, as they appeared one month after 
the initial infection. He stated that if there was any association 
between oral ulcers and infection with SARS-CoV-2, it would have 
been reported by the thousands of symptomatic patients who 
have been affected by the disease because oral ulcers are very 
painful and interfere with chewing, swallowing and speaking [26]. 
On the basis of his observations, Vieira (2020) hypothesized that 
mild cases of COVID-19 may not show any oral manifestations [27]. 

Amorim et al. (2020) reported oral manifestations (geographic 
tongue and a persistent white plaque on the tongue dorsum) in a 
67-year-old Caucasian man with confirmed COVID-19. The patient 
initially complained of hypogeusia and also reported severe 
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comorbidities (coronary disease, hypertension, autosomal 
dominant polycystic kidney disease, and kidney transplant, with 
regular intake of immunosuppressants and Enoxaparin sodium 
(Clexane 20mg/day)). As chest computed tomography evidenced 
pneumonia, the patient was admitted to the hospital, intubated 
and treated with Hydroxychloroquine sulfate (Reuquinol®, 
400mg/day), Ceftriaxone sodium (2g/day), and Azithromycin 
(Zitromax® 500mg/day) for seven days. A persistent white plaque 
developed on the tongue dorsum. It was treated with intravenous 
Fluconazole (Zoltec® 200mg/100mL, one bag a day for ten days) 
and oral nystatin (100,000 IU/mL, 8/8h, for 30 days), but no 
regression was observed. In addition to the white plaque, the 
dentist also observed multiple pinpoint yellowish ulcers in the 
tongue dorsum resembling herpetic recurrent oral lesions [17]. 
The patient was discharged from the hospital and kept on the 
antifungals. Chlorhexidine digluconate (0.12%) alcohol-free mouth 
rinse and daily applications of 1% hydrogen peroxide were also 
prescribed. Two weeks after the first oral examination, the white 
lesions on the tongue dorsum showed almost complete resolution 
and the patient presented an asymptomatic geographic tongue. 
The authors supported the argument that these oral conditions 
could be secondary to the deterioration of systemic health or due 
to treatments for COVID-19 [17]. 

In a case report by Chaux-Bodard (2020) a 45-years-old female 
patient presented with an irregular ulcer on the dorsal side of the 
tongue [12]. Before the ulcer development, there was a 24 h 
painful inflammation of a tongue papilla, followed by 24 h of the 
erythematous macula. After ten days, the ulcer completely healed 
without any scarring. COVID-19 in this patient was confirmed by a 
positive nasopharyngeal deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) test on day 
8. The authors consider this irregular oral ulcer an inaugural 
symptom of Covid-19, which needs to be proven in larger cohorts 
of patients [12]. 

Acute necrotizing gingivitis in a patient with COVID-19 was 
described in a report by Patel and Wooley (2020) [27]. The 35-
year-old female patient complained of fever for 3 days before oral 
symptoms (fever, halitosis, intense gingival pain, and bleeding). An 
intra-oral examination confirmed severe halitosis, generalized 
erythematous and edematous gingivae, and necrotic interdental 
papillae in both the maxillary and mandibular labial sextants. The 
symptoms subsided after 5 days of metronidazole 400mg three 
times daily and 0.12% chlorhexidine mouthwash twice daily. The 
author hypothesized that acute necrotizing gingivitis could be 
triggered by the decrease in host defense and increase in the 
numbers of Prevotella intermedia, Streptococci, Fusobacterium, 
Treponema, and Veillonella common in patients with COVID-10 
[28] P. intermedia is considered to be an important species for 
acute periodontal lesions, and it constitutes a large proportion of 
bacteria found in necrotizing periodontal lesions together with 
Fusobacterium and Treponema [29]. 

On the whole, the aforementioned reports suggested the 
presence of some oral mucosal alterations in patients with COVID-
19. However, on the other hand, no oral ulcerations or necrotic 
lesions were reported in many other studies devoted to the 
documentation of COVID symptoms [8]. No such manifestations 
were described even in the studies, devoted to dysgeusia, while 
ulcerations and blisters of the oral cavity are highly likely to be 
reported, noted and documented by any researcher interested in 
evaluating dysgeusia [26]. Therefore, although oral health of 
COVID-19 patients can be affected by the infection, there is still 
doubt whether these manifestations could be a typical pattern, 

which results directly from the viral infection. Some oral conditions 
could be aggravated by SARS-CoV-2 due to its indirect complex 
effect, as well as intensified therapeutic methods, and multi-drug 
treatment [30]. 

 

The effects of COVID-19 treatment on oral health 

During the outbreak, some potential antiviral drugs are being 
urgently administered to patients with COVID-19 [31] World 
Health Organization recently commenced Solidarity trial to 
compare four treatment options against the standard of care and 
to assess their relative effectiveness against COVID-19. The tested 
drugs included remdesivir, chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine, 
combined lopinavir and ritonavir, and interferon-β [32,33]. 
However, an effective and safe pharmacological agent against 
COVID-19 was not found yet [30], while the potential ones are 
related to various adverse reactions, including oral lesions [34]. 

Remdesivir is an experimental drug, an adenosine analog that 
has a broad-spectrum antiviral activity against several viruses 
including MERS and SARSCoV-1. The information on oral health-
related adverse reactions to this drug is lacking. The most common 
adverse events reported during the use of remdesivir in patients 
with COVID-19 include rash, hypotension, diarrhea, abnormal liver 
function, and renal impairment [35]. 

Chloroquine is approved to treat malaria and rheumatoid 
arthritis. While it has previously been tested in vitro against 
several viruses, including SARS, and found to inhibit growth, no 
benefit was seen in animal models [32]. The following adverse 
effects in the maxillofacial area have been reported for 
chloroquine: alopecia, bleaching of hair, blue-gray pigmentation of 
the skin, oral mucosa, and hard palate [34,36]. 
Hydroxychloroquine is a less toxic metabolite of chloroquine. Its 
adverse effects related to oral mucosa also include pigmentary 
changes (although they are uncommon, ranging between 0.1% and 
1%) [37] However, on 17 June 2020, WHO announced that the 
hydroxychloroquine arm of the Solidarity Trial was being stopped 
as hydroxychloroquine did not result in the reduction of mortality 
of hospitalized COVID-19 patients when compared with the 
standard of care.  

Both lopinavir and ritonavir are protease inhibitors, approved 
for the treatment of HIV, combined in one drug called Kaletra. It 
can provide a reduction of the viral load, the severity, adverse 
clinical outcomes, and potentially reduce death rates in patients 
with SARS [38]. Oral-health related side effects of ritonavir may 
include dysgeusia (5-17%), circumoral paresthesia (0-6.7%), 
pharyngitis (0-2%) and throat irritation (0.8-2.8%) [39]. Lopinavir is 
an experimental drug with adverse effects, including diarrhea, 
nausea, vomiting, headache, abdominal pain, asthenia, and 
dyspepsia (more than 5% of patients). Besides, patients whose 
immune system responds to antiretroviral therapy may develop an 
inflammatory response to indolent or residual opportunistic 
infections. 

Interferon alfa/beta, well-known for their antiviral activity 
[32], reduces the severity of COVID-19 disease, potentially 
improving survival rate. It decreases symptoms of severe 
respiratory illness, such as COVID-19 related pneumonia, and can 
support improvements in lung function. Interferon’s more 
common side effect related to oral medicine is dry mouth, which 
can result in frequent cases of oral thrush [30]. Other oral health-
related adverse effects include pharyngitis (1-31%), dysgeusia (1-
24%), dry mouth (1-28%), face edema (1-10%), and gingivitis (1-
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14%) [40]. Dyspepsia, hypersalivation, thirst, esophagitis, 
hyperesthesia of the tongue, discoloration of the oral mucosa, oral 
pain, gingival bleeding, and gingival hyperplasia have been 
reported rarely [41]. 

A wide range of antibiotics, used in COVID-19 patients with 
multiple-organ dysfunctions to prevent bacterial complications, 
could have significant effects on the subtle balance of 
microorganisms, leading to further health impairments [42]. As a 
result of intense pharmacotherapy, some patients even after full 
recovery from COVID-10 may suffer from oral problems associated 
with soft tissues lesions, salivary flow, neurological-based oral 
sensations, etc. [30]. 

Intensive care, including external ventilation and blood 
oxygenation, could also adversely affect oral health in severely ill 
hospitalized patients. Advanced medical care, intubation, 
tracheostomy, external ventilation, as well as mouth breathing, a 
lack of mouth care, and hyposalivation can lead to rapid oral 
health deterioration and subsequent complications, affecting also 
the lower respiratory tract [31]. To prevent these complications, 
oral care with chlorhexidine have been used. However, a recent 
systematic review concluded that it is best, for now, to avoid using 
chlorhexidine in this case given the absence of clear evidence of 
benefit and the possible suggestion of harm (potentiate the 
development of intensive care unit-acquired pneumonia) [43]. 

 

Conclusion 

In COVID-19 patients, there is a range of oral signs and 
symptoms, including dysgeusia, petechiae, candidiasis, traumatic 
ulcers, HSV-1 infection, geographic tongue, thrush-like ulcers, 
which are possibly associated with SARS-Cov-2 infection. The 
overall impact of COVID-19 on oral health seems to be multi-
directional, immune-related, and most probably indirect, acting 
through various routes, reflecting the pathological nature of 
coronavirus respiratory track invasion via mucous membranes 
[30]. Alterations of smell and taste seem to be the most common 
manifestations of COVID in the orofacial area, which could be 
directly related to the effect of the virus. Other oral conditions 
seem to be secondary to the decrease of host defense or due to 
the drugs and intensive care used in the treatment of COVID-19. 
Further research is essential: it is particularly crucial to study the 
prevalence and causes of COVID-19 oral manifestations. 
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